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Abstract
The purpose of this project is to study two questions associated with the transmission
dynamics of gonorrhea in a homosexually-active population. First, we examine the
impact of a partially effective vaccine on gonorrhea dynamics. Second, we analyze the
role of an antibiotic-driven mutation with respect to the survival and spread of resistant
gonorrhea strains. Third, we study a model that combines the factors- vaccination and
multiple strains of gonorrhea -considered in the first two models. We also explore the
influence of heterogeneity and age-structure. Finally, we give a partial mathematical
analysis of the system, including the computation of its basic reproduction number.
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Introduction

Over the last three decades, the scientific community has realized that Neisseria gonorrhoeae
seriously affects society. Because its symptoms were not initially considered life threatening,
it was not until the early 1970s that gonorrhea was acknowledged as a significant sexually
transmitted disease. Since that realization, there has been a decrease in the number of people
infected by gonorrhea; however, the number of people presently infected is still high. Since
1975, the national average of the number of reported cases of gonorrhea has dropped from
475 out of 100,000 to 150 out of every 100,000 people (CDC, 1995).
The purpose of this research project is to study how a partially effective vaccine and an
antibiotic-driven mutation of gonorrhea affect the transmission dynamics of the disease. The
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three systems that we will analyze will consist of partial differential equation models. These
models also incorporate age structure, in an active homosexual population, to determine how
this will affect the disease dynamics of the infection rate of gonorrhea.
The first model introduces a temporary vaccine.into a constant population to determine
if there is a deterioration of infected individuals. We consider a temporary vaccine because of
the rapid rate of mutation of gonorrhea strains. The second model describes the possibility of
multiple strains of gonorrhea existing in a population. In this case, antibiotics can successfully
treat the original strain of gonorrhea; however, due to an antibiotic-driven mutation, other
strains resist the usual treatment. Therefore, we determine what conditions will permit these
two strains to coexist in a population or if one will dominate the population. The final model
is a fusion of the preceding models. This system incorporates the possibility of a temporary
vaccine and treatment for the original strain of gonorrhea. We study how the system's longterm behavior changes given those factors. Analyses and suggestions for improvements of the
models follows.
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Gonorrhea

Gonorrhea and syphilis are the two venereal diseases most frequently reported across the
U.S. Reducing the number of infected individuals is crucial, especially because epidemiological studies strongly indicate that both of these sexually transmitted diseases promote HIV
transmission. Although syphilis has more severe consequences, gonorrhea is easier to contract,
and due to a short incubation period, it spreads quickly.
Gonorrhea is so contagious that many people spread the disease before noticing their
own symptoms. Once an individual becomes infected with gonorrhea, he or she develops the
disease after a short in-cubation period of 1 - 2 days. Until the individual seeks treatment,
the active period of infection persists. Moreover, an infected individual's recovery period is
a constant rate and is independent of the length of time that the individual has had the
disease. Gonorrhea is a non-seasonal disease; therefore, an individual has equal probability of
becoming infected at any time of the year. This characteristic accounts for the coefficients of
the model being time-independent.
Gonorrhea affects men and women differently. Approximately 90 percent of all infected
men usually yield symptoms, a burning sensation when urinating and/or abdominal pains,
that cause them to seek medical treatment immediately. It is the remaining 10 percent, who
have minimal or no symptoms, that infect the susceptible population. Unlike men, most
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women do not realize they carry the infection because their symptoms are transient. Between
50 to 70 percent of the infected women do not develop visible symptoms until the disease has
become more severe (Hethcote & Yorke 1984). Like the men with minimal symptoms, this
large percentage of women infects most of the susceptible population.
If gonorrhea goes undetected, complications for both sexes can include arthritis, sterility,
and heart problems. Women can also have more severe complications that lead to Pelvic
Inflammatory Disease (PID) and, although rare, even death (Hethcote & Yorke 1984).

Due to the dynamics of gonorrhea, we model it with SIS equations (Susceptible ---+ Infected
---+ Susceptible). This system shows that any individual, who is sexually active, is susceptible
to gonorrhea. Since there is no permanent immunity or vaccination for gonorrhea, if an
individual becomes infected, and seeks treatment, then he or she is once again susceptible.
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Model 1: Vaccination

In this first model, we consider a basic system that accounts for a vaccination that offers temporary protection in a constant population. We study how this \'accine affects the percentage
of the population that can become infected at time t. Hence, we examine how it will affect
the dynamics of the infected population.
To determine how effective this vaccine will be, we use the following system of ordinary
differential equations:

~~

-

(1- p)p- 11-s(t)-

fJSZl~(t) + 7 I(t) + ov(t)

~~

-

{Jsz~~(t) - b + !1-)I(t)

dV
dt

=

-(8 + 11-)V(t) + pp

where {3 = >.c, with c denoting the average number of partners per unit of time and >. the
average number of effective contacts per partner.
The variables in the equations denote the following:

11-

= mortality rate

{3 = transmission rate
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"'( = recovery rate of the infective population

8 = recovery rate of the vaccinated population
p

= proportion of the susceptible births that has been successfully vaccinated

p

= birth rate.

3.1

Asymptotically autonomous system

Although we have a variable total population, it rapidly approaches a steady state. We can use
this fact to reduce the system of equations. Defining the total population as N = S +I+ V,
we can write the following:
dN
dt = P- f-LN,

which has the solution,
N(t)

=

N(O)e-pt

+ £:(1- e-1-Lt).
f-1

Therefore, when take the limit as t ---+ oo, we have an asymptotically constant population
N* = ~. Similarly the equation for the vaccinated
dV

-

dt

= -(8 + f.L)V(t) + pp

has the solution
V(t) = V(O)e-(o+p)t
and as t

---+

+

(8

PP

+ p,)

(1-

e-(O+p)t),

oo,

Using the fact that V(t) ---+ -l!{!:p_, and N---+ ~'we can reduce system of equations to obtain
the equivalent autonomous system
dS

8(1- p)p- /31-1 SI- 1-1S + "'fl + ppp
8+p,

&
di
dt

-

(Jp,

(

- S I - p, + "Y)I.
p
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(1)

(2)

3.2

Basic Reproductive Number,

Ro

Next, we want to calculate the basic reproductive number for this two-dimensional model. Ro
gives the expected number of secondary infections to primary infections when the disease is
introduced into a population of susceptibles. The disease free equilibrium for this system is
S*

( 1 - /:

I* -

0.

Jt)

~,

If we start from this disease free state, the infection will grow when
!!_(35*-

p

(Jt + 'Y) > 0

and decline when

Thus

3.3

Equilibria points and Stability

As noted above the disease free equilibrium is
S*

I*
For the endemic state we assume I* > 0 and solve the system of differential equations set
to zero.
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Expressed in terms of Ro and N* we have

To study the stability of the infection-free state we must calculate the Jacobian matrix for
the system, and then we evaluate it at the infection-free point. The Jacobian is given by

If we evaluate it at

we get
J _ ( -11
o0

I- /3 (1- -lf;)
)
-(/+Jl)+/3(1--lf;)'

or, noting that j3 ( 1- ~) = R 0 (! + Jl), we get

To check for stability. we must have that the det Jo > 0 and trJo < 0. For det ] 0 > 0 we must
have R 0 < 1. And for the tr J0 < 0, we must have Ro < 1 + :;$;.· Hence, if the first inequality
holds then so most the :3econd. and the infection-free point is locally stable whenever R0 < 1.
Next, we consider the endemic equilibrium; therefore, evaluating the Jacobian at the endemic
point,

we get

For det 1 1 > 0, we mu::-l: have Ro > 1, and for trJo < 0 we must have ...::L+
<
'Y J.L
always true if Ro > 1. Therefore, the endemic state is stable whenever it exists.

Ro

which is
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3.4

Vaccination with Age Structure

The following model incorporates age structure into our model of the transmission of gonorrhea
in a homosexually active population.

as as
aa +at
ai ai
aa +at
av av
+aa at

-p(a)s(a, t)-

f3(a)s(a, t)I(t)
N(t)

.

+ 'Y(a)t(a, t) + 8(a)v(a, t),

f3(a)s(a, t)I(t) ( ( )
( )) .( )
N (t)
- 1 a + J-1 a 'l a, t ,
-(8(a)

+ JL(a))v(a, t).

where

riO i(a, t)da,
hoo v(a, t)da and
V(t)
N(t) - roo n(a, t)da.
.fo
I(t)

.fo

The initial and boundary conditions for this system are:

s(O, t)
i(O, t)

v(O, t) -

s(a,O)
i(a,t) v(a, t)

(1- p)p,
0,
pp,

so( a),
io(a),
0.

The variables in the equations denote the following:
;: \a)

=·mortality rate dependent on age class,

3, a) = age-dependent transmission rate,
'• ._a 1 = age-dependent recovery rate of the infective population,
l'

a"

= age-dependent loss of immunity rate of the vaccinated population,

p = proportion of the susceptible births that have been sucessfully vaccinated,
p

= birth rate.
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C nlike our system of ordinary differential equations, in this system the basic reproductive
number, Ro. is no longer based solely on time but also on age. Therefore, to calculate the
basic reproductive number for this partial differential equation model, we use the methodology
called the next generation operator. After we calculate Ro with age structure we will then
check the special case when all parameters are constant, and we should obtain the same basic
reproductiw number that we calculated for the ordinary differential equations.
First we a..."Sume that all parameters are age dependent. We will assume separable functions
in order to obtain tractable equations in the form

A(r, a, a+ r)

= g(r, a+ r)f(a)¢(a).

The surYi\·al probability of an infective of age a to a+ T is
a+r

g(r, a+ r) = e- J.a

(JL(9)-t'y(9))d9_

The probability of successful transmission and contact rate is f(a) = f3(a).
:\"ext, we calculate the demographic steady state. The demographic steady state occurs
when there is an infection free state, and this steady state is independent of time. The
differential equations that we must solve are

ds*
da
dv*
da

-

J.L(a)s*(a) + 8(a)v*(a)

-

-(8(a) + J.L(a))v*(a).

If
¢* = s*

then

d¢*

da =
or
and hence

+ v*,

-J.L(a)¢*(a)

¢*(a) = pe- J; JL(e)dB

s*(a) = (1- p)pe- foa(JL(B)+6(a))d9 +loa 8(l)pe- J; JL(O)d9- J;" li(O)dOdl.

Thus
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To see if this Ro is reasonable, let all the parameters in the double integral be constant.
We see that Ro = -;£;y (1 - ~), which agrees with the earlier analysis with the ordinary
differential equations.
Now that we have calculated the basic reproductive number with age structure, we proceed
to determine stability. This is established by analyzing the characteristic equation. The
incidence equation is:

i(t, a)= rOO rOO ps*(a)f3(a)e- J:+T(JL(8)+-y(9))d9i(t, a+ r) drda

lo .lo

N*

(3)

where i(t, a) is defined as the distribution of infection at timet with respect to age a. Assume
i(t, a) = ~(a)e.Xt and substitute into (3):
·

~(a)e.Xt =

roo roo s*(a)f3(a)e- J:+..-(JL(O)+-y(O))dO~(a) e.X(t-r)drda.

h .lo

N*

Dividing through by e-Xt

a.+T

Multiply by e- J... (JL(B)+-y(O))dB e-.Xr and integrate over a and r.
resulting characteristic equation is:

F(>.) =

After simplifying, the

fooo fooo s*(a)f3(a)e- J:+r(JL(8)+-y(9))d9e-.Xrdrda =

1

where F(O) = Ro. Notice that c:t; < 0. Hence, F(O) < 1 implies stability, and the infectionfree state distribution is unstable provided that F(O) > 1. We suspect that when F(O) > 1
there exists a unique endemic age-distribution.
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Model 2: Multiple Strains

In this next model, we consider a basic system that incorporates a mutated strain of the
original gonorrhea disease. We explore cases of competition and coexistence with a constant
population.
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To determine how productiYe studying the influence of multiple strains of a disease in a
population will be, we use the follo""ing system of ordinary differential equations:

dS

dt

dh
dt
d12

dt
The initial conditions for this s:-stem are:

S(O) I1(t) h(t) -

So,
110 > 0,
12o > 0.

The variables in the equations denote the following:
J-L

= mortality rate;

c

= probability of successful contact;

..\i

= transmission rate of the ith-strain of the disease;

"( = recovery rate of the inft'{'tin' population;
p

= proportion of the
strain;

p

= birth rate.

4.1

origin~1l

infected population that becomes infected by the mutated

Asymptotically autonomous model

To simplify the dynamics of t lw population we make the following observations; let N =
S + h + 12. This results in d;;·
.. = p- p.N, and N -+ N* = pjJ-L. Therefore, as t -+ oo,
S -+ N* - 11 - 12
(
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:\\,\\-. we can substitute this value into our original equations and reduce the system to a
h\\' \Hmensional equivalent model.

dh
dt
di2

dt
4 .,

·-

-

c~>. 1 (~- 11- 12) 11- (J.L + 'Yl)J1,

(4)

-

c~>..2 (~- h- 12) 12- (J.L + 'Y2)12 + P'Ylh·

(5)

Basic Reproductive Number

Ti.' d\'t\'nnine the basic reproductive number, we let our susceptible population be consta~t

"·:Hl\' increasing the infection rates. First, we linearize our equations (4-5):

~~\t\(\'
'
Y:~.t\\\"

we are working with a steady state, we can set F ( ~1 ) = ( ~1 ) to solve for the
.

2

2

that fulfill this property. We evaluate the Jacobian matrix at this state x* and the

l'lw t'igenvalues of this matrix determine the two possible reproductive numbers for the
~:-- ~-: '':n. R 1 = c+>.1 and R 2 = c>.+ 2 , depending on which infection is presently larger in the
.
1-'/1
1-'12
;',':'~~btion. Therefore, Ro = max{R1 , R2} which may alternate throughout the progression
t
I....... < \,
·· · · •\' ~~-s em.
-!.~. \

Equilibria points and Stability

_-\~;\~n. we want to determine the equilibrium values for the system. However, this model is

~~~~~tly more complex than the previous one arid we ultimately have three important points.
~~ · ~~ ~ :~ the same method as in the first model, we arrive at the following three points:
.~',,

=

(0, 0) '

11

( O, _ P(JJ- + !2 - c-\2)) ,
C/J-A2
p(c,\1- JJ-- !1)((JJ- + 12)-\1- (JJ- + 11)-\2)
-pfYY1(c,\1- JJ-- 11)
)
(
C/J-A1((JJ-- P!1 + !2),\1- (JJ- + !1),\2) 'CJJ-((JJ-- P!1 + !2),\1- (JJ- + 11)-\2) .
Three steady states can be accounted for, an infection-free state; a state where the original
strain of the disease goes extinct; and a state where both strains coexist in the population. It
is important that threshold conditions are found for these states to be positive. Otherwise,
the equilibria are biologically irrelevant.

4.3.2

Threshold Conditions:

E 1 is biologically relevant, that is, is positive if

E 2 is positive if

>1

jj

and

+ Pll + !2
J.L + !1

. ,\1 > 1
,\2

These conditions are used to evaluate the Jacobian at these equilibria. J at Eo it is equal
to

.], = ( c,\ 1 0

JL - 11
!1P

E 0 is stable if and only if tr J0 < 0 and det J0 > if and only if R 0 < 1. E 0 is unstable if and
only if Ro > 1.
The stability of E 1 is determined by the Jacobian J1 at E 1 , where
j1 =

( -,1-JJ-+ ~(JJ-+!2)
>-2
p + !2 - c,\2 - !1P

0
)
P + 12 - c-\2 ·

Hence E 1 is stable if and only if det J1 > 0 and tr J 1 < 0, which if only if

>
as E1 is feasible if and only if

c+.>- 2
J.L /'2

c-\2
JJ-+!2

> 1.
12

>1

The stability analysi~ nf E 2 is cumbersome and we omit it albeit simulations strongly
suggest that the condition~
c,\ I

--->1
Jl

+ '"Yl

not only guarantee the cxi~t.anec of E 2 but also its local stability.
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Conclusion

In studying these three llHHh•ls, we have arrived at the following conclusions. In our first model
the temporary vaccine had an initial positive result. However, further research is necessary to
determine if a long-term dl't•d iH present in the behavior of the vaccine. This study may be
carried out via the incorpora.t.iou of age-structure. Hence if this vaccine provides temporary
immunity, further research would determine the age at which this vaccine would produce the
most significant decrease in t.\w infected class.
Our model with two :-;t.rains dearly show the role of mutations due to antibiotic resistance.
Ways of reducing the rol<• of n~:->iHtant gonorrhea strains need to be further studied.
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